COURSE OFFERINGS

A RICH ARRAY OF PROGRAMS

Degrees in science and technology, medicine, administration and international exchange, law, economics and management, literature, languages, and humanities, social sciences and education, physical education and sports, urban studies.
> More

ORGANIZATION OF STUDIES

Degree programs at UPEC are organized into three levels: bachelor, master and doctorate, corresponding to recognized levels of the European system of higher education.
> More

DIGITAL SERVICES

The university offers students a considerable range of digital communications and learning tools (student webmail, online library, online classes, self teaching in administrative subjects...).
> More
PROGRAMS AND COURSES IN ENGLISH

Management, urban planning, biology and health, International biometrics... UPEC offers several Degree programs fully taught in English.
> More

LIBRARIES

A network of 11 libraries across campuses and an immense digital library.
> More

LANGUAGES & CULTURES

Practice languages and learn about world cultures directly on campus.
> More